Deep learning assisted single particle tracking for automated correlation between diffusion and function
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Sub-cellular diffusion in living systems reflects cellular processes and interactions. Recent advances in optical microscopy allow the tracking of this nanoscale diffusion of individual objects with an unprecedented level of precision. However, the agnostic and automated extraction of functional information from the diffusion of molecules and organelles within the sub-cellular environment, is labor-intensive and poses a significant challenge. Here we introduce DeepSPT, a deep learning framework to interpret the diffusional 2D or 3D temporal behavior of objects in a rapid and efficient manner, agnostically. Demonstrating its versatility, we have applied DeepSPT to automated mapping of the early events of viral infections, identifying distinct types of endosomal organelles, and clathrin-coated pits and vesicles with up to 95% accuracy and within seconds instead of weeks. The fact that DeepSPT effectively extracts biological information from diffusion alone indicates that besides structure, motion encodes function at the molecular and subcellular level.

INTRODUCTION

Direct observation of cellular processes is now routinely achieved by fluorescence microscopy and single-particle tracking (SPT) techniques1–8. These techniques offer the necessary spatiotemporal resolution to localize and track diffusion of individual biomolecules—from small proteins and viruses to organelles or entire cells—in both 2D and 3D environments4,5,9–12. The observed diffusion is highly complex and exhibits considerable spatiotemporal and interparticle heterogeneity, reflecting various biological factors such as internalization stages, local environment, oligomerization states, and interactions with elements like the cytoskeleton, membranes, molecular motors, organelles and more4,10,13,14. This intrinsic heterogeneity presents a significant analytical challenge and remains a major bottleneck for extracting quantitative insights from single-particle studies (SPT).

Traditionally, extracting diffusional behavior from SPT experiments relies on fitting the mean squared displacement (MSD) 14–17, or more recently using machine learning16–21. These approaches often transform entire trajectories into a single descriptor like the diffusion coefficient, thus averaging out vital temporal information that is essential to interpret biological processes. Achieving temporal segmentation—a prerequisite for unlocking the rich temporal data inherent in biological processes—is a considerable challenge. For instance, manual annotation requires significant expertise and is prohibitively time-consuming for large datasets, and to date is done primarily in 2D. Methods like Rolling MSD14–17,22 and divide-and-conquer23 offer automated temporal segmentation, but they are reliant on windowing tracks which introduces a trade-off in temporal sensitivity and accuracy, and they also depend on user-defined, system-specific parameters. Hidden Markov Models24–27 can segment traces but only if a diffusional metric, often step length, varies significantly between states27,28.

Current state-of-the-art tools based on machine learning28–34 can distinguish between diffusional states in 2D with distinct a priori, user-defined diffusional characteristics. While these tools operate well for their specific set of states, they remain less explored for systems displaying multiple, broadly distributed diffusional characteristics common in complex cellular environments and often do not extend to 3D. Achieving temporal segmentation of such heterogeneous behavior is crucial for overcoming the current analytical bottleneck in SPT, yet alone is not enough to decode correlations between heterogeneous behavior, biological context, function, and biomolecular identity.

Identifying biomolecular identity, colocalizing partners, cellular localization, or the time point of a biological event is a challenge in fluorescence microscopy, necessitating specialized analysis, parallelized multicolor and often super-resolution imaging35–38. Such experimental design, specialized analysis and fluorescent tagging of biomolecular entities is substantially labor- and material intensive and risks impairing biological function by tagging39. These challenges are further compounded by the limitation of using 2-3 imaging channels for quantitative imaging due to spectral overlap. Temporal analysis of diffusional behavior alone could overcome these challenges by acting as an orthogonal probe for extracting biological function, colocalization or identity, minimizing the need for fluorescent tagging, thereby simplifying experimental workflows. However, to date dissecting heterogeneous diffusional behavior remains largely untapped.

Here we introduce DeepSPT, a versatile deep learning-based toolbox designed for the rapid, accurate, and automatic temporal analysis of behavior in single-particle tracking (SPT). DeepSPT facilitates extraction of biological insights from 2D or 3D traces solely based on the diffusional characteristics of the tracked objects. The pre-trained DeepSPT pipeline is available as open-source code on GitHub.
RESULTS

DeepSPT

DeepSPT is a deep learning framework, encompassing three sequentially connected modules: A temporal behavior segmentation module; a diffusional fingerprinting module; and a task-specific classifier module (Fig. 1a). The first two modules are universal, applicable directly to any trajectory dataset characterized by x, y, (z) and t coordinates across diverse biological systems. The final module capitalizes on experimental data to learn a task that is specific to the system under investigation.

The temporal behavior segmentation module transforms single particle trajectories into sub-segments characterized by distinct diffusional behaviors, processing input directly from x, y, (z), and t coordinates using an ensemble of fully convolutional networks (see Methods). Alongside the predicted diffusion behavior, each time point in the trajectory is assigned a probability estimate for each type of diffusion identified. This study focuses on the four types of diffusional behaviors predominantly reported in biological systems16,25,32,40–42: 1) Normal diffusion, typifying unhindered random motion; 2) directed motion, as commonly exhibited by molecular motors; 3) confined motion, characterizing limited spaces with reflective boundaries, such as small membranous structures; and 4) subdiffusive motion, indicative of more restrained movement, commonly observed in densely populated cytosolic environments. The module’s training utilized an extensive dataset comprising 900,000 trajectories, exhibiting broadly distributed diffusional properties; this encompasses variations spanning four orders of magnitude in diffusional coefficients, diverse trace durations, varying localization errors, and trajectories displaying multiple, random length diffusional behaviors throughout their lifespan (see Methods). This extensive training set expands DeepSPT’s adaptability across different biological systems and experimental conditions. It is important to note that DeepSPT can be trained to recognize other diffusional attributes and diverse motion types, or to simply predict a uniform global diffusional state in cases of homogenous motion.

The diffusional fingerprinting module within DeepSPT, transforms each identified segment of diffusional behavior into a comprehensive set of 40 descriptive diffusional features, not just encompassing but also expanding upon those enunciated by Pinholt et al21. This module serves dual purposes: it facilitates statistical quantification of individual behavior segments for user interpretation; and it generates feature representations crucial for downstream classification tasks (see Methods).

The task-specific downstream classification module of DeepSPT trains and predicts directly on experimental data, which has been transformed to a combined feature set by the temporal and diffusional fingerprinting modules. This module outputs class probability estimates solely utilizing
diffusional characteristics for any domain. This is exemplified by predicting important time points during the initial phases of rotavirus infection, differentiating early and late endosomes, and by locating clathrin-coated pits and vesicles to the dorsal or ventral membranes of a cell (Fig. 1b).

Fig. 2 | Evaluation of DeepSPT's temporal behavior segmentation. a, Illustration of the temporal segmentation module of DeepSPT along with two examples of DeepSPT prediction on simulated trajectories with heterogeneous diffusion. For representative 3D examples of predictions: Left: 2D projection simulated ground truth color coded to underlying diffusional behavior. Right: Trajectory color coded to DeepSPT’s predictions. Scale bar 500 nm. b, Histogram of the accuracies associated with each individual 3D trajectory in the test set (N traces: 20,000, N time points: 611,1462) and population descriptive statistics such as a median accuracy of 97% (see methods for test set specification). c, Confusion matrix based on all predictions (N time points: 611,1462) within the 20,000 3D test set trajectories in b totaling >6M individual time point predictions. Diagonal entries are correct predictions and off-diagonal indicates confused classes. Each entry reports the absolute number of predictions (K=1000) and its normalization to the actual number of labels in the given class. F1 score of 88% shows DeepSPT to accurately segment and classify heterogeneous diffusion. d, Illustration of the DeepSPT classification pipeline. Each raw track is temporally segmented to each of the four diffusional behavior by the segmentation module, transformed into descriptive features by the fingerprinting module which combines to a unique feature set of temporal and diffusional features which subsequently is fed to a task-specific downstream classifier. e, Benchmarking of the DeepSPT classification pipeline against a classifier using MSD features: Diffusion coefficient (D), the anomalous diffusion exponent term (alpha), or both (D & alpha) on simulated data of two classes of trajectories with overlapping diffusional properties (see Methods). Classification accuracy is evaluated at incrementing degrees of overlap in the instantaneous diffusion coefficients. Purple and green trajectories depict trajectories at ~45% overlap in diffusion coefficients indicated by the purple and green boxes. DeepSPT significantly outperforms all three MSD features up to 75% overlap in diffusion coefficient (all p-values < 0.001 using two-sided Welch t-test, N=5 per condition) and at 82% overlap DeepSPT significantly outperforms D and alpha (all p-values < 0.05).

Rapid, Automated Analysis of Temporal Diffusional Behavior
To demonstrate the effectiveness and generalizability of the temporal segmentation capabilities of DeepSPT, we employed three distinct evaluation schemes. First, we used a holdout scheme to assess performance on trajectories withheld during training (Fig. 2a-c). Second, we tested the model's generalizability using simulated trajectories with a wider distribution in the values of diffusion parameters than those used during training. Third, we compared DeepSPT's performance against existing state-of-the-art temporal segmentation algorithms.
In the holdout validation, we assessed the temporal segmentation on a test set comprising 20,000 simulated trajectories, of which 80% exhibited heterogeneous motion and 20% showed homogeneous motion (see Methods). The trajectories spanned a broad range of diffusional parameters and four motion types (Fig. 2a, see Methods, Supplementary fig. 4). DeepSPT not only accurately identified temporal change points (Fig. 2a) but also yielded time-resolved probability estimates that may serve as an adjustable post-processing parameter (Fig. 2a, DeepSPT output vs. time). We calibrated these probability estimates using temperature scaling\(^\dagger\) (Supplementary fig. 3) to enhance reliability and mitigate overconfidence.

Quantification of DeepSPT’s classification performance revealed a median accuracy of 96% per trace and 84% mean accuracy per frame for all four motion types (Fig. 2b,c, and Supplementary fig. 1). The model achieved 91% mean accuracy for three motion types—normal, directed, and confined/subdiffusive—and 97% for two motion types normal/directed versus confined/subdiffusive motion types (Supplementary fig. 1); and 91% for homogeneous motion (Supplementary fig. 2). DeepSPT achieved an F1 value of 88% for both 3D and 2D data sets (Fig. 2c, Supplementary fig. 1). In all cases it has an inference time of less than 40 ms per trajectory. Subdiffusive motion was classified with 96% accuracy, directed motion with 80%, normal and confined motion with 86% and 87% accuracy, respectively. Minimal confusion existed between dissimilar motion types, highlighting DeepSPT’s capability to differentiate between restricted and free motion types. This strength became more apparent when the model was tasked with identifying fewer motion categories (Supplementary fig. 1). Robust performance of DeepSPT was further confirmed across a variety of diffusional properties, track durations, and localization errors, even for parameter ranges not included in the training set. DeepSPT excelled for traces longer than 20 frames and localization errors equal or smaller than the actual diffusional step lengths (Supplementary fig. 8-10), demonstrating its adaptability to various experimental setups.

We benchmarked DeepSPT’s ability to segment heterogeneous diffusion against a high-performing LSTM-based method\(^3\) and the widely used rolling MSD approach\(^4,14-17,22\) (Fig. 1c). We focused on these methods over others, such as HMM\(^24-27\), because they do not require large variations in step lengths to detect changes in diffusional behavior (see Supplementary fig. 11,12). Each method was tested on 2D trajectories, given the LSTM-based technique’s 2D limitation. The LSTM-based method achieved classification accuracies of 44%, 58%, and 72%, outperforming the rolling MSDs 34%, 51%, and 65% for four, three, and two diffusional behaviors, respectively. DeepSPT, in contrast, attained accuracies of 88%, 91%, and 97% for the same categories, outperforming current state-of-the-art and highlighting its improved competence in agnostic segmentation and classification of heterogeneous diffusion.

We then qualitatively evaluated DeepSPT on 2D experimental data sets (Supplementary fig. 6,7). Specifically, for human insulin we labeled with Atto-655 and recorded its spatiotemporal localization in HeLa cells using 2D using live-cell spinning disk confocal fluorescence microscopy (see Methods). Using DeepSPT we report insulin intracellular transport mainly exhibited subdiffusive behavior but included segments of directed motion. The directed motion aligns with motor-protein diffusion patterns indicative of active cellular trafficking, establishing DeepSPT as a potential tool for studying transport mechanisms across diverse experimental contexts.

Classification of biomolecular identity requires an addition to temporal segmentation. We combine all modules of DeepSPT to demonstrate its capabilities to leverage subtle diffusional variations to classify heterogeneous behavior. The integration of DeepSPT's segmentation and fingerprinting modules allows for the transformation of any trajectory into a feature representation containing both temporal and diffusional features, which can then be fed to a downstream classifier (Fig. 2d). To demonstrate the descriptive power of DeepSPT’s integrated approach, we assessed the classification performance of DeepSPT on two classes of simulated trajectories (1000 tracks) with overlapping diffusional properties (see Methods). Keeping all diffusional features except the diffusion coefficient constant, we evaluated the classification accuracy by stratified 5-fold cross-validation for varying degrees of overlap in diffusion coefficients between the classes (see Methods). DeepSPT achieved up to 98% accuracy and maintained 76% accuracy even when the overlap in diffusion coefficients was around 57%. This performance significantly (by Welch t-test, fig. 2e) outperformed that of basic MSD features, which attained accuracies ranging from approximately 49% to 76% (Fig. 2e). Such robust classification highlights DeepSPT’s ability to discern and exploit subtle differences in diffusional properties.
DeepSPT accelerates detection of viral escape using motion as a marker.

We validated the operational efficacy of DeepSPT to extract information from 3D live-cell SPT data of rotavirus (Fig. 3a, see Methods). The entry process of rotavirus into cells, the first step for infection, involves glycolipid-mediated membrane association of the virus, vesicular engulfment and internalization, virus-initiated membrane permeabilization, calcium-dependent uncoating of outer proteins, membrane disruption, and cytosolic delivery of the viral genome for subsequent RNA production (Fig. 3a)44. Previous single-particle tracking in BSC-1 cells using confocal imaging indicated that the uncoating step correlates with a change in diffusional behavior, hinting motion as a potential marker of biological behavior44,45.

To test DeepSPT’s capacity to detect the uncoating and cytosolic delivery events using only motion, we used 3D live-cell lattice light sheet microscopy (LLSM) to image cell entry of reconstituted rotavirus44,47 labeled with either: Atto560 on VP7, an outer shell protein, and Atto642 on DLP, the double layered particle; or with Atto560 on the entire virus including both VP7 and DLP (see Methods). Trajectories captured via LLSM (see Fig. 3b) underwent temporal segmentation and diffusional fingerprinting using DeepSPT’s modules in rolling windows for sequential representation (see Methods). These processed trajectories were then classified as either “before uncoating” or “after uncoating” through a sequence-to-sequence based model, transforming coordinates in time into time-resolved predictions, serving as the task-specific classifier (see Methods). The ground truth for uncoating events for dual-labeled rotavirus was established by determining the extent of colocalization of differentially labeled DLP and VP7 (see Methods). A representative example of rotavirus uncoating alongside DeepSPT’s consistent prediction and snapshots of the raw data are shown (Fig. 3b zoom-in and Fig. 3c).

DeepSPT correctly identified 89% of "pre-uncoating" and 75% of "post-uncoating" time points, yielding a mean accuracy of 85% and a median accuracy of 88% across 100 dual-labeled rotavirus trajectories. This high level of accuracy translated to a median error of just 6 frames in determining the uncoating time point (Fig. 3d,e). Unlike traditional methods, which often require manual analysis taking several minutes to hours per trajectory, DeepSPT automated the identification process, reducing the time to milliseconds per viral trajectory offering massive acceleration and minimizing any human bias.
Importantly, DeepSPT outputs these predictions, in 500 ms per trajectory, based solely on the motion captured in the DLP trajectories, rendering the secondary VP7 channel redundant. When tested on rotavirus labeled with the same fluorophore on both DLP and VP7 (see Methods), DeepSPT exhibited similar performance, achieving a median accuracy of 82% and a mean accuracy of 78% (see Methods, Fig. 3f). It’s worth noting that it required labor-intensive (~8 working days) manual annotation to acquire the ground truth annotations based on intensity loss of the 560 nm channel (see Supplementary fig. 13) while taking less than a minute for DeepSPT. By using motion as a marker for viral uncoating, DeepSPT simplifies experimental design and preparation, avoiding the need for constructing dual-labeled viruses. Thus DeepSPT frees up one of the 2-3 available imaging channels, thereby increasing the information content in fluorescence microscopy experiments. To the best of our knowledge, these results constitute the first instance of detecting viral escape into the cytosol based solely on motion, and without the need for multicolor labeling.

Fig. 4 | Prediction of endosomal identity and AP2 cellular localization based exclusively on temporal variations in diffusional behavior. a, Illustration of endosomal identity prediction solely on the diffusional properties of the endosomal marker or by the motion of endosomal cargo. b, Left 2D projection of randomly sampled trajectories of EEA1-mScarlett- (dark red) and NPC1-Halo-JFX646- (gray) positive endosomes acquired by 3D LLSM revealing visually similar trajectories. Right: Distribution of alpha anomalous coefficient (top) and diffusion
coefficient (bottom) for EEA1-positive (dark red) and NPC1-positive (gray) displaying practically indiscernible distributions. e, Twin axes plot of accuracy and true positive rate (TPR) (left) as well as number of tracks (right) versus confidence threshold (see Methods) of the full classification pipeline of DeepSPT (Fig. 2d). Increasing the confidence threshold enhances accuracy and reduces the number of accepted tracks. d, Confusion matrices of DeepSPT classification accuracy on prediction of EEA1-positive vs NPC1-positive compartments showing accuracy of 72±1.4% with a confidence threshold at 60% (top left: True EEA1, top right: False NPC1, bottom left: False EEA1, bottom right: True NPC1). Data is from (N=4 coverslip experiments, 35 movies). e, Confusion matrix of DeepSPT classification accuracy on prediction of EEA1-positive vs NPC1-positive compartments now using trajectories of their cargo, i.e., rotavirus with the confidence threshold at 60%. Results in parenthesis show accuracies normalized to results of (d) to compare to the direct prediction accuracy of endosomes. Data consists of 269 tracks (N=12 coverslip experiments, 44 movies). f, Illustration of prediction of AP2 complexes’ cellular localization by DeepSPT based exclusively on their diffusional behavior. g, 2D projections of AP2 trajectories below and above 500 nm from the coverslip. All trajectories spending 20% of their lifetime above the 500 nm are considered dorsal, while the rest are considered ventral. Trajectories are color-coded by DeepSPT segmentation of diffusional behavior. h, Twin axes plot of accuracy (left) and true positive rate (TPR) as well as number of tracks (right) versus confidence threshold (see Methods) of the full classification pipeline of DeepSPT for AP2 data. i, Confusion matrices of DeepSPT classification accuracy on prediction of AP2 showing accuracy of 79.5±0.6% at 50% confidence threshold. Data consists of 19712 tracks from (N=5 coverslip experiments, 13 movies). j, Benchmark of using DeepSPT versus conventional metrics based on MSD features: Diffusion coefficient (D) or the anomalous diffusion exponent term (alpha) for both EEA1-positive compartments vs NPC1-positive (EEA1NPC1) and dorsal AP2 vs ventral AP2. DeepSPT significantly outperforms common MSD analysis (all p-values < 0.00001 using two-sided Welch t-test, N=10 per condition).

DeepSPT enables label-minimal colocalization analysis and identifies cellular localization through motion

The capacity to identify biomolecular identity, colocalization partners or to infer subcellular localization based solely on diffusional properties could minimize the need for multicolor imaging and the labor-intensive efforts associated with the creation of cell lines expressing the relevant fluorescent markers. Early and late endosomes for example are difficult to differentiate without multicolour labeling as they might appear to exhibit similar dimensions, are distributed with similar spatial density, and display nearly identical diffusion coefficients49-51. Traditionally, their identification requires labeling of each endosomal type through antibodies specific for endogenous protein markers enriched in a given type of endosome, or by ectopic expression of these markers. Based on multicolour labeling, efforts have been made using population-based multiparametric image analysis of internalized cargo distribution and compartment morphology in fixed samples to deduce general principles of the endocytic machinery48.

Here we assess whether DeepSPT can determine endosomal identity based solely on diffusional characteristics, reducing the need for multicolour labeling (Fig. 4a). We used two-color live-cell LLSM to track early endosomes endogenously tagged by gene editing with (EEA1-mScarlet) and late endosomes tagged with (NPC1-Halo-JFX646). Their trajectories display indistinguishable diffusion coefficients and alpha values (Fig. 4b), as well as similar diffusional behavior propensities (Supplementary fig. 14) challenging endosomal identity prediction. To address this issue, we introduced a decision confidence threshold, requiring the classifier’s probability estimate to surpass this threshold for prediction acceptance55. In a 10-fold stratified cross-validation scheme with varying decision confidence thresholds, DeepSPT achieved accuracies ranging from 70±1.3% to 82±1.8% in classifying EEA1-positive from NPC1-positive compartments. Increasing the confidence threshold improved accuracy but reduced the number of accepted tracks (Fig. 4c). At a 60% confidence threshold, DeepSPT identified endosomal types with an accuracy of 72±1.4% (Fig. 4d), and a recall of 72±3% for EEA1-positive compartments and 72±1.4% for NPC1-positive compartments (Fig. 4d). DeepSPT significantly outperformed the commonly used MSD analysis that reached accuracies of 48±4%, 55±1.6 and 60±1.4% (Supplementary fig. 15,16) in endosomal classification by using the variation in alpha values, variation in the diffusion coefficient (D), or combining both alpha and D, respectfully. DeepSPT, solely using the diffusion traits of endosomal cargo, achieved 91% and 94% of the recall observed in direct prediction of EEA1-positive and NPC1-positive compartments, respectively (Fig. 4e). The ability of DeepSPT to differentiate early from late endosomes based solely on their motion or that of their cargo, accelerates data acquisition and analysis while minimizing potential perturbations or/and the need for multicolour tagging.

To assess the universality of DeepSPT to infer identity, we applied it to a new dataset of single-particle trajectories of the assembly of clathrin-coated pits and coated vesicles forming at the cell surface. The dynamic assembly and intracellular location of these structures was obtained by tracking the clathrin AP2 adaptor complex, gene-edited at its sigma subunit with eGFP, using 3D live LLSM. A 2D projection of the acquired AP2 trajectories qualitatively indicated that the diffusional properties of AP2 were correlated with cellular location52—dorsal versus ventral cell surface (Fig. 4f,g). This correlation was quantitatively confirmed by DeepSPT’s temporal segmentation of the 3D traces (Supplementary Fig. 14). DeepSPT accurately predicted the cellular location of AP2 in a 10-fold cross-validation scheme, yielding accuracies that varied from 79.5±0.6% to 86.0±0.8% at different confidence thresholds (Fig. 4h). Without applying any confidence filter (i.e., a 50% threshold), DeepSPT classified the cellular location of AP2 with recalls of approximately 80% for both classes (Fig. 4i). In contrast, pinpointing the cellular location of AP2 using MSD features reached accuracies of 62.5±1.8% 48.7±0.8% and 70±1.3%, with a maximum recall for dorsal tracks of 60±2% (Fig. 4g, Supplementary fig. 15,16). Subtle diffusion variations across systems, while missed by common tools, are utilized by DeepSPT to precisely output biological information in complex systems. DeepSPT achieves this across various biological contexts, imaging protocols, and experimental conditions.

Discussion

The diffusion of biomolecules within cells exhibits both spatial and temporal heterogeneity and varies across biological systems and functionalities but extracting quantitative temporal information from live-cell imaging is currently an analytical bottleneck and often relies on system-specific analysis or even manual annotation. DeepSPT overcomes this bottleneck by providing a universal framework to transition from raw trajectories to quantitative temporal information rapidly precisely and with minimal human intervention both 2D and 3D diffusion. Trained on trajectories with broadly distributed diffusion properties, DeepSPT consistently outperformed existing state-of-the-art toolboxes both in segmenting and classifying diverse heterogeneous diffusional behaviors, both in simulated and experimental data. The implementation of uncertainty-calibrated probability estimates enhances the transparency of DeepSPT’s output, enabling users with limited a priori knowledge of the biological system to gauge model...
certainty. The minimal requirement for human intervention highlights DeepSPT’s potential to enhance both the reproducibility and robustness of conclusions across different laboratories. Being open-source and freely available to the public, allows future users to perform customized analyses according to individual research needs.

The precise temporal segmentation combined with the comprehensive quantification of diffusional properties of DeepSPT, coupled with its trained downstream classifier, facilitate rapid prediction of viral uncoating events—achieving results in seconds as opposed to weeks as required for manual annotation. This four orders of magnitude acceleration, not only marks the first deep-learning-assisted identification of viral uncoating but also shifts the bottleneck in single-particle discoveries from data analysis to data acquisition. It even introduces the potential for virtually real-time analysis of early stages of viral infection.

Subtle diffusional variations in 2D or 3D, while missed by common tools, are utilized by DeepSPT to precisely output biological information in complex systems across various biological contexts, imaging protocols, and experimental conditions. For example, DeepSPT discerned EEA1-positive from NPC1-positive compartments solely based on their respective 3D diffusional characteristics, or that of their cargo with accuracies of 72% significantly outperforming the commonly used MSD analysis that reached accuracies of 50-60%. These findings prompt further mechanistic studies to explore whether divergent diffusional behaviors stem from distinct external interaction partners, inherent physical differences between endosomal compartments, or other variables. DeepSPT similarly pinpointed the cellular location of AP2 on 3D data with an accuracy of 80%, significantly outperforming common analysis reaching ~50-70% accuracy. The distinct diffusional behaviors of AP2 highlighted the importance of careful selection in imaging setups. Applied on 2D data of insulin internalization DeepSPT found insulin mainly exhibits subdiffusive behavior but included segments of directed motion indicative of active transport. DeepSPT’s ability to accurately quantify heterogeneous behaviors in both 2D and 3D, across diverse biological systems and under varying experimental and imaging conditions, attests to its utility as a universal platform for characterizing heterogeneous diffusion across systems.

DeepSPT’s capacity for predicting viral uncoating events, identifying endosomal types, and discerning colocalization partners and cellular localization solely based on diffusion extends the traditional structure-to-function paradigm in proteins to a novel motion-to-function paradigm. This suggests that, alongside structure,8,53–55 motion can also serve as an indicator of both function and identity. This development opens avenues for employing motion as a biomarker and for label-minimal analyses—effectively substituting fluorescent labels with temporal diffusional analysis. Such a shift could simplify experimental design and reduce preparation time, or potentially enrich experiments by reallocating redundant fluorescent markers for other applications.

Widespread implementation of DeepSPT across laboratories could facilitate the creation of comprehensive libraries detailing characteristic movements of cells, subcellular structures and biomolecules. An open-source diffusional library of this kind would offer a new instrument for the scientific community, aiding in the exploration of 4D cell biology through temporal diffusional behavior.
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